
Tool/Application Description How is this application useful for our students/teachers? Grade Level Appropriate

Google Classroom 

  A Google platform that allows teachers 
to create "virtual classrooms" in which 
students can access assignments, 
source documents and other materials.  

Through google classroom teachers can integrate 
technology into their lessons. Students can access 
assignments, source materials, links, etc from their 
devices. I think Google classroom helps prepare students 
for platforms such as "Blackboard" used by many 
universities. 

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Google Forms

Forms where you create the questions, 
range of types of responses and IT 
WILL GRADE FOR YOU!!! "1. Can use 
as Morning Math Check in - Students do 
work on Chromebook and each work on 
a shared google-form so teacher can 
quickly check.
2.  Book Reports - Students can write 
report and autocrat turns form response 
into a document.  Librarian can create a 
QR code for book report to be put on a 
library book for people to scan later to 
read book report before checking book 
out to see if something they would like."

Great way to give quizzes, exit slips, evan collaborate for 
writing. "1. Can use as Morning Math Check in - Students 
do work on Chromebook and each work on a shared 
google-form so teacher can quickly check.
2.  Book Reports - Students can write report and autocrat 
turns form response into a document.  Librarian can 
create a QR code for book report to be put on a library 
book for people to scan later to read book report before 
checking book out to see if something they would like." 

Intermediate (3-5), Middle School (6-8), 
High School (9-12)

Google Draw
Students can use google draw on their 
chromebooks.

Students can create ideas, comics, sequence of events, 
through using google draw. Students can upload their 
creations to google classroom and share with other 
students as a learning tool.

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Google Tone
It can send out URLs to chromebooks 
through sound.

This will be helpful when wanting to get students to 
websites and slides quickly without have to log on

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Chrome Extension or Peardeck

There are so many extensions that can 
be used to enhance the chrome carts 
that have been  purchased... I liked 
peardeck. 

It can focus the classroom and guide students along with 
have formative and informative assessments. 

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Google Slides
Presentations like PowerPoint, flexibility 
or Publisher.....but better.

Great collaborative tool.  Easy to create super fun and 
pretty slides.  

Intermediate (3-5), Middle School (6-8), 
High School (9-12)

Google Presentation
Expanded Journal
Interactive Presentations

Journal - Each day students go to a specific slide 
determined by teacher and respond to a prompt, then they 
can add pics, etc.  This is a great way to store journal 
entries then use for displaying at Open house or to share 
growth for end of year.
Interactive Presentations- Mini-Research Projects - 
Teachers Sets this up Initially.
Can be used on various Topics.  Ie. States.  First slide is 
United states and each state has hyperlink that takes 
them to a new slide of just that state.  Each student is 
given a state to research and create slide.  When done, 
you have a class project that can be shared via classes, 
school, parents, etc.  Can use with many topics for 
different levels: alphabet, animals, class magazine, 
history, math vocabulary, etc. 

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)



Hyper docs/slides

This includes inserting multiple links or 
activities into a single doc or slide. It 
would serve as an electronic menu for 
student activities. Students could upload 
screenshots of completed activities, 
complete forms or docs, and submit 
through classroom.

This allows teachers to be able to differentiate learning 
through the activities assigned to each student. It 
promotes student choice because you can have 'must do' 
activities and a few 'may do' or 'choose one'. It is a simpler 
way to build a lesson or unit and keep it organized when 
posting in Google Classroom. These can easily be 
tweaked to fit other grade levels or subjects. 

Intermediate (3-5), Middle School (6-8), 
High School (9-12)

Google Expedition
It is an extension that can be used for 
virtual field trips. 

We can expose students to places that otherwise the 
wouldn't get to explore

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Expeditions

Virtual Field Trips available on youtube 
but has key information already built in 
to use in a lesson as you scroll around 
the location or place.

Teachers can use on smart board or have whole class 
each go on their own ipads and manipulate through a 
place. (life cycle of a frog, chicken, Geography, University 
planning to attend)  As you hover of different parts of the 
screen, facts will pop of that can be read, or will read 
orally, that the teacher can tie into what is needing to be 
covered.

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Explore

Grabs information from vetted cites for 
research based learning.Also allows 
teacher to check for plagiarism 

Helps to get good information fon research and helps 
teacher to redirect students who may be plagiarizing 
accidentally or not. Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Chromebooks-Green Screens Greenscreens  for Videos

Students can create videos about things they are learning 
using a greenscreen as a backdrop.  They can put 
themselves in a place that relates to what they are 
learning about. For instance, The Pyramids in Egypt, 
traveling throught the circulatory system, etc. By 
researching the subject then presenting through 
greenscreen, students can share their report to their class 
and teachers.

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

Various extensions for Google Chrome Web Paint, Number Line, Geoboard

These extensions can be used within a hyperdoc, or 
posted in Google classroom, to give students visuals and 
items they can manipulate online. They can help provide 
choice and evidence of learning. Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5)

Succeeding with Seesaw

Technology in early childhood grades. 
Learned how to submit assignments, 
complete assessments with ease, and 
encourage class participation with 
technology. Also, students can view and 
comment on their peer's work.

Allows students to complete and submit assignments, 
view and comment on their peer's work, and encourages 
class participation. Teachers can assign and grade 
assignments/assessments through Seesaw. Also, 
teachers can encourage parent involvement through the 
Seesaw app. Parents can view their child's work and 
progress. Elementary (K-2)

www.peekapak.com/StoryMaker.com
Both of these allow students to create 
their own storybooks and be read to.

This helps elementary students with literacy and 
technology integration Elementary (K-2)

Kahoot! 

Kahoot! is a web based application that 
is useful for topic reviews as well as 
introduction of new topics (blind Kahoot) 
or as an assessment (kahoot! 
challenge) 

Online application that can be used to introduce new 
topics, review covered ones and conduct assessments of 
student's knowledge and understanding of a topic. It can 
be used in conjunction with google classroom and Kahoot! 
challenges  can be assigned as homework. 

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8), High School (9-12)

http://www.peekapak.com/StoryMaker.com


Blended Learning Model

Teachers prep videos  & introduction, 
review, or reinforcement activities for 
independent student work. Students go 
through the material, self-paced, in the 
classroom while the teacher is 
facilitating small groups or clarifying 
concepts for students that need more 
help. 

It could lead to more independent learning or enrichment 
for students who can move faster. Students are more 
likely to be able to focus on a short video, or even a few, 
than keep up with a 20 minute (or more) whole group 
lesson. Many applications/extensions can be used to 
check for understanding and asses learning throughout 
the online lesson. Help facilitate small group learning. 
Requires a LOT of prep from the teacher initially. 

Intermediate (3-5), Middle School (6-8), 
High School (9-12)

Flipgrid: The Power of Voice

Flipgrid is a video discussion for your 
classroom that sparks discussion, 
creativity, and engages teachers. 

Students are encouraged to discuss a topic on video that 
their peers and teacher can view. This is a great tool for 
reading comprehension. Students can discuss the stories 
they read and spark class discussion, while the teacher 
checks for comprehension. Elementary (K-2)

Apple Classroom for iPads
A way for teachers to monitor all iPads 
from one

Teachers would be able to lead their students on internet 
searches in a controlled manner they'd also be able to 
more easily monitor work on the iPads Elementary (K-2)

classhook.com

This is a media website that has various 
video clips that are content related and 
clean.

This is a great way to begin teaching specific content/skills 
that incorporates media. Intermediate (3-5), Middle School (6-8)

Fantasy Geopolitics

 Educator created game based on 
geopolitics. Students "draft" countries 
and compete against each other in 
much the same way as a fantasy 
football draft would work.

 Participation in this games helps create student interest in 
current events, makes them more aware of geography 
and global politics. It would be very useful in Geography, 
AP Human Geography, World History and Government 
classes. High School (9-12)

Math Apps Different manipulatives online 
ELectronic manipulatives like geoboards, arrays, angles, 
money pieces, etc.  

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8)

Flocabulary 
Rap-based video over curriculum based 
standards and current events. 

Delivers content in an engaging manner. Also allows 
students to create rap-based activities based on 
curriculum standards. 

Intermediate (3-5), Middle School (6-8), 
High School (9-12)

Skye in the Classroom Kami Play Time

Students can use Kami in the classroom by choosing 
several projects that they would like to do. Kami is a digital 
pen and paperwhere your students can learn, create, and 
collaborate.

Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5), 
Middle School (6-8)

Reading Response with iPads

Learn how to incorporate iPads into 
reading instruction and differentiate for 
the needs of your students.

Introduced apps such as ChatterPix, Pic Collage for Kids, 
Shadow Puppet Edu, and Seesaw. All of these apps 
encourage student involvement. It gives them a voice and 
allows for discussion with their peers. These apps are 
great for reading comprehension and retelling the story. 
Teachers can use these apps to check for understanding, 
submit assignments, and assessments. Elementary (K-2)

MobyMax - website
A website for monitoring progress and 
growth through out the school year

Teachers are able to individualize plans for students to 
meet their specific areas for remediation in math, reading, 
language and science.  It cost but their is a free trial 
version and teachers could purchase the year with their 
budget money. Elementary (K-2), Intermediate (3-5)

http://classhook.com


Emoji-cize learning with Google activities and resources

various ways that teachers and students 
can use emojis in lessons; students will 
use emojis to create their own math 
word problems, write their own 
summaries of various texts and 
literature, and many more.

This is is a fun way to relate to students and engage them 
in basic skills and TEKS that we already practice while 
integrating technology.

Intermediate (3-5), Middle School (6-8), 
High School (9-12)


